
Brazilian students and world football fans create a cheer to make the World Cup 
greeener and more socially inclusive

The international student movement #CheerForPeace was designed by Football  
for Kids Foundation in Brazil and college students of Junior enterprise of the Tourism 
department from the Federal University of Paraná (UFPR), with support from the Curitiba 
startup social enterprise ImpacTour, and other companies such as tourist train operator 
Serra Verde Express – BWT Operadora. 

With the mission of making mega sports events greener and more socially inclusive, 
the campaign is taking advantage of the fact that the World Cup is happening and shaking 
Brazilian cities with the arrival of people from various countries to enjoy the greatest show 
in the world. It is proposing another way to cheer where everyone can collaborate, leading 
to social inclusion and sustainability. 

“While there are protests and complaints about perceived problems happening 
around the Cup, we are celebrating small steps that will bring peace and harmony during 
the mega event”, says movemnt founder Paloma Pinheiro.

In the campaign people can collaborate in many ways: collecting donations of 
football shirts in their home countries, contributing financially via PayPal using your credit 
card (http://tinyurl.com/mvefzjr) and by participating in one of the Give & Game “Fan Fest  
for the Rest” events organized by the movement. 

The actions that encompass this campaign are: the planting of native trees by SOS 
Mata Atlantica; a pioneer NGO in defense of the Atlantic coast rain forest; creating Give 
& Game “Fan Fest for the Rest” events, safe and fun celebrations of social inclusion that 
the #CheerForPeace  campaign is promoting. 

Geared to football, the Give & Game “Fan Fest for the Rest” include the donation 
of meals and football jerseys for kids and youth in marginalized communities, with games, 
music and fun activities, making it so that everyone has the opportunity to be part of the 
World Cup and to be involved in this mega event. 

The first Give & Game “Fan Fest for the Rest” event happened on June 15 in the 
Vila Torres community of Curitiba, marking the day before the first game of the World Cup 
in the history of the city. The event was hosted by the  NGO Organization for the 
Development of Human Potential (ODPH- Organizacao de Desenvolvimento do  
Potencial Humano). 

The second Give & Game “Fan Fest for the Rest” event is being organized in the 
Rocinha community of Rio de Janeiro on July 12, the day before the World Cup final in 
the Maracana. Rocinha community resident and founder of SPIN Rocinha, Renato da 
Silva “Zezinho”, is the ambassador hosting this event and has been an inspiration for the 
Football For Kids Foundation and the #CheerForPeace movement. ImpacTour, the 
social enterprise focusing on innovations & technologies for sustainable travel,  and 
Football For Kids Foundation have already made an impact with the community with 
similar events in past months. On the day the movement hopes to receive hundreds of 
children who will benefit from the donations of soccer kits, music, fun and the celebration 
of social inclusion in the midst of the world´s biggest tournament. 

The movement is counting on the contribution of fans, both Brazilians and 
foreigners, as well as  companies that want to show how much they care about bringing 
peace and harmony to everyone in this moment, so that everyone can cheer and celebrate 
the Cup of Cups. 

For more information about the #CheerForPeace movement, the event in Rocinha 
and how you can contribute, visit the website or contact the organizers. Participants are 
encouraged to bring their favorite football team jerseys & other sports equipment to donate 
at the event.

http://tinyurl.com/mvefzjr


Contacts: 
Paloma Pinheiro Lecheta
UFPR student, campaign creator
(+55)  41-9722-2917
palomalecheta@gmail.com

Zezinho, Renato da Silva
Rocinha community resident and founder of SPIN Rocinha
(+55) 21-97900-6845
visitrocinha@gmail.com

Give & Game “Fan Fest for the Rest”  #2: Rocinha
https://www.facebook.com/events/726412107421407/ 

Pay Pal donations page: http://tinyurl.com/mvefzjr

#CheerForPeace
The #CheerForPeace campaign is all about sharing the joy and excitement of the World Cup  
with those in Brazil who live on the margins and of course to reduce some of the environmental  
impacts of the travel and event itself.  http://cheerforpeace.wordpress.com/

SPIN Rocinha
Our plan is not just to have the DJ school but also have classes in citizenship and business.  
Favela youth are denied so much because of prejudice of where they live. We want to give youth  
and young adults confidence to be able to push forward and achieve their dreams. By using our  
courses, which will be free, they can learn to be well prepared when searching for a job or getting  
that DJ “gig”. http://www.favelatour.org/spin-rocinha.html 

Favela Adventures
Envisions a world where favela residents have the opportunity to show their world and  
experience to those who come for a visit. With these exchanges this will help to break down  
barriers of discrimination and prejudice which is common against these communities in Brazil.  
http://www.favelatour.org/ 

Football For Kids Foundation
The mission is to spread the massive wealth generated via soccer so that even the least  
privileged can enjoy the benefits of the world's favorite game too! Since 2009, the initiative has  
collected and distributed thousands of donated football kits in developing communities across  
Brazil  https://www.facebook.com/FootballForKidsFoundation 

Trilhas (EJ Turismo UFPR)
Student-led Jr. Enterprise of Tourism at the Federal University of Parana

• Leading group on behalf of the student enterprise movement across Brazil 
• The primary goal is to provide much needed real-world experience for these students  

(checkout the Heroic Perk packages with students for hire) 
• A part of the funds will be re-directed towards the development of a more effective Jr  

Enterprise movement so even more students have the privilege http://www.trilhas.ufpr.br/ 

Blog in Portuguese: http://cheerforpeace.wordpress.com/brasileiros/

Give & Game “Fan Fest for the Rest” #1:  Vila Torres (Reports)
- Um dia de lider de torcida! A day as a Cheerleader! (in Portuguese + English)
http://tinyurl.com/kvfpatg
- Comunidade Vila Torres tem sua Fan Festivals da Copa (ODPH) 
http://cheerforpeace.wordpress.com/2014/06/22/vila-torres-odph/  
- On the eve of World Cup in Curitiba, Opera came to the favela of Vila Torres 
http://cheerforpeace.wordpress.com/2014/06/22/fanfest-photoreport/  
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